Plans For New Dorm Unveiled

University master architect Frank Eno Shattuck yesterday unveiled his master dormitory plan. Shattuck, who was assisted by Mr. Richard Dorion, the leading assistant in the University's Architectural Office, told the board of trustees that the new dorm would be a combination of modern architectural style with a resemblance to late Kalamazoo Mission.

It will house over 136 students in four-hall units, each resided supplied with a study-hall for the male occupants. The main floor will be a library room, storage, reception area, and a faculty office. Several stories high to facilitate 190 students and boarders.

After explaining what ABM stood for (the Mayor at first refused to explain), Mr. Mitchell would probably oppose the site in Appleton for the missile installation. "However, Buckley's statement was extracted only after it was mentioned that Mitchell's previous attempt with Judge Clinton Howesly Jr., he will be able to assume his law post by the beginning of the next academic year."

"It's real, exciting, attractive to the eye at night, blends in with the local environment, and is in the Lawrence tradition." State and national representatives of the Board of Trustees when asked about the plan.

Shoot Out Over Outagamie Site

Discussion of Appleton ABM Site

Uncovers Mitchell-Sponsoring Plot

Acting on a suggestion from Lawrence Mayor Buckley, the Lawrence city council yesterday approved the location of an 8.2 million dollar ABM site near Outagamie Airport.

When queried concerning his role in the selection of the Appleton site, Mr. Tarr mumbled something about a depth trap and estuaries. "I thought it was the least I could do for my friend Arlene in Appleton," I mean Appleton," Tarr declined to comment further and insisted saying that he was late for a cocktail party.

In an interview with Appleton Mayor Buckley, the Lawrence student who learned that the Mayor was "definitely not in favor of the site location."

However, Buckley's statement and findings extracted only after the reporter indicated that Lawrence Registrar Dorothy Draheim would probably oppose the selection of the Appleton site and after examining what Mr. Tarr did for the mayor at first refused to discuss the matter in public. Buckley's concluding statement was: "Wait until Dorothy hears me make that statement on this out of order." After receiving a call from a representative of Air Wisconsin, the Lawrence then contacted a Defense Department representative in Washington about the possibility of air traffic at Outagamie Airport triggering the missiles. After passing the incredulous Pentagon spokesman that airplanes did in fact "depart central," the Lawrence was advised that it was a question of priorities. "After all," the spokesman continued, "wouldn't the sacrifice of a few lives for the defense of millions be The American Way?"

However, when asked whether the resulting explosion from an ABM collision with one of Air Wisconsin's flights wouldn't cause extensive damage to Appleton and surrounding communities (Madison, Green Bay, etc.), the spokesman indicated that perhaps he wasn't qualified to answer the question. "Actually," he stated, "I really don't know too much about this ABM stuff. I was defeated by a Democrat in a race for county clerk in Nebraska and the president didn't have any other positions left, so I took this one. Perhaps you should talk to John Mitchell—after all, he's the one who is really running things."

Coincidentally, the Lawrence was informed by unofficial sources that Mitchell was indeed involved in the ABM program, possessing the possibility of sales transactions from the central site. Mitchell met with Judge G. Harold Carwell to discuss the problem. Realizing that there might be certain elements in America society that would reject uninfluently in the government a policy of creeping Fascism and its withdrawal of many of the basic guarantees provided by the Constitution, it was decided that the ABM group must necessarily cover the real use of the sites for underground congestion camps. This seemed to be the only way Mitchell could implement Nixon's wish to get "detention camps" built.

Having to sell back six sites purchased last year with a $900,000 appropriation passed by Congress when public opinion began to run against having concentration camps in the land of freedom, Mitchell realized that a direct straightforward approach would have to be taken.

In light of the apparently unavailability of the ABM site in Appleton, the Lawrence will represent an article from the University's Monthly entitled "Is Death Underestimated?" in next week's issue, and highlights from the site in Appleton is to appear in a revised version in subsequent issues.

Not In This Issue...

Alderman's editorial about the comprehensives.

"A Quad Squads" article.

The editor's resignation.

A picture of Hildegard (see inside)

Lawrence Infirmary Heads Take Prophylactic Action

In a move designed to compete with the many student-run facilities, the Lawrence enrolled medical practitioners while simultaneously forming a "Lawrence Medical Team" of Mitchell on campus next fall. Mitchell also indicated that he would love to see all those letters for admission to the University band, and added that "such tests should be used only in situations such as voter registration and the like." This move should not cause any major change in the average language competence of Lawrence students, but rather should constitute only a formalization of existing practice.

Advising the editor's resignation. The law leaked out of John Mitchell on campus, that Mitchell would certainly be welcomed by many members of the Lawrence community. More than one faculty member has expressed the hope that Mitchell will employ his extensive political influence and power in order to establish the Lawrence in top status among the faculty and administration.

Law "n' Order To Return With Mitchell as New Dean

In the second of a series of surprise administrative appointments announced today, President Mitchell appointed Attorney General John W. Mitchell to the position of Dean of Men. Provisional

The appointment is provisional at this time, as it is contrary to the laws of the April 6 Senate vote on the confirmation of G. Harold Carwell to a position on the United States Supreme Court. If Attorney General Mitchell's selection of Carwell proves to be as successful as his previous attempt with Judge Clinton Howesly Jr., he will be able to assume his law post by the beginning of the next academic year.

In the very short evaluative period since Smith's appointment, the consensus of opinion seems to be that Mitchell's appointments are indicative of the Administration's desire to employ a "law and order" form of the Nixon Southern Strategy to stabilize University relations with the student community.

Law "n' Order An impassioned supporter of civil rights and exploitation, Mitchell included a telephone interview that he intends "I'm going to order all new buildings on campus" by establishing a "Law and Order" council for room searching, and for employing the"lapping tactics upon upon whom he termed "the more objectionable kids."
Dear Hildegarde,

I’m a sophomore and very shy. In fact, I’m so shy that I’m too embarrassed to walk through the quad to get to Downer. To avoid the quad, I walk out the back door of Sage, around the river, and catch the gym bus. But the trouble is that by the time I get there, the line is usually closed. What should I do? I’ve lost 12 pounds last week.

Signed,

Hungry

Dear Hildegarde,

This shyness indeed seems to pose a problem. Perhaps you should have a few drinks before you endeavor to pursue this area. “Shy” is a word that has no meaning. You’re even too shy for this, why don’t you go down John street, take a left at Mandel, and try the city bus — you should arrive at Downer just before the line closes.

Wishing you the best in your college career,

Tom Warrington
Buckley SITTING

Speakers Forum Hosts Kenneth, Nixon, Mao

According to unofficial but reliable sources, Speakers Forum has arranged for a number of well-known figures to come to Lawrence during the spring term. These will include Black Panther Eldridge Cleaver, Senator Edward Kennedy, and Edward Muskie. President Nixon, and Chairman Mao Tse-Tung.

It was further explained, however, that none of those were expected to show up. "That's the usual procedure in this kind of thing," the Forum spokesman explained. "We feel real proud of ourselves this year. Jesse Jackson's cancellation was pretty good, but the time we got the whole chapel filled waiting for Allen Ginsberg and he cancelled fifteen minutes before he was supposed to show up—that was a real masterpiece."

"It was unfortunate," he added. "And a good speaker was able to replace him. We should have just cancelled, like when Primo and Weiner couldn't make it."

Substitutions for the officious or uncooperative speakers are carefully planned in advance to be sure that no matter of order or decorum ability makes it to the Lawrence campus. For obvious reasons, these speakers are usually kept secret. The element of surprise is very important," the Lawrence"s contact said. "We think it adds quite a bit to our program, since everyone is taking seriously a speaking charge. Of course, it also is in the only way we can get anybody in error to hear the kind of people we provide.

Despite the secrecy surrounding the substitute speakers, it was possible to obtain a few names in advance. In place of Senator Kennedy, scheduled to speak at the part of the National Auto Safety Week, Speakers Forum expects to obtain the services of Ella Michvitz, the panelist who has appeared on the Cynthia program, which will continue to be aired during the spring term.

Mrs. Buckley New Mayor

Appleton Mayor Selected As New Academic Director

In a surprise news conference held this morning, President Thomas S. Smith announced the appointment of Marshall Appleton at 8 a.m. George F. "Buck" Buckley to the post of Vice-President of Academic Affairs.

Buckley will be responsible for implementing the provisions of the now infamous Povolny Report. Insurers in city hall report that Buckley submitted his resignation shortly after issuing an executive order establishing his wife as the new mayor.

In announcing the appointment Smith called Buckley "an ideal choice," citing his "strong appeal to youth" and "vast experience in legal chicanery and public service."

"Buck" Buckley is 42, a native of Freedom, Wisconsin, and a veteran of the Navy. During World War II he was stationed at Lincoln, Nebraska. Buckley was appointed to Admiration and then was instructed to Naval Academy cadets in matters of subsidiary defensive techniques.

Buckley's career was abruptly ended after he suffered serious injuries to the pubalobal glands in a bumblebell fall.

In addition to his mayoral position, Buckley will serve as the president of the District Organizers for the Protection of Egalitarian Systems (DOPES). Mrs. Buckley serves as historian for the local chapter of the Daughters of the American Revolution.

Following the news conference Buckley offered impromptu comments on a wide variety of topics.

CIVIL RIGHTS: "I have personally high regard for colored people, especially after my close association with them here in Appleton. However, the problem is not clearly black and white and I don't consider myself a fiducial authority on the subject."

OPEN DORS: "I'm strongly in favor of them. They're bound to breed further social intercourse between the student body. And the amount of contact can be controlled by being careful as to how wide we allow them to open."

THE POUHONY REPORT: "In regard to the new administrative posts, I have a number of candidates in mind. Judge Nick Schaeffer has hinted he's available to serve as Dean of Mrs. Sheriff Clu Spake said he would be interested in the job of Director of Residence Halls, and I think Police Chief Earl Wolff would make a fine Viking Room manager since he used to run a tavern. My mother-in-law would love to be Dean of Women or president of the LCUC. Of course, all this is only tentative."

WOMEN: "I've heard of high living but this is nothing. I must say, though, I don't think the problem is too serious. It just blew in all of a sudden and I'm sure it will blow itself out too."

LIBER A T I O N : "Just a bunch of radical dykes, too ugly to land a decent man."

For the BEST BUYS in SCHOOL SUPPLIES, ART and DRAFTING MATERIALS:

SYLVESTER & NIELSEN, Inc.
213 E. College Ave.
Appleton, Wisconsin

S U R F A C I N G  M A T E R I A L S
- Paper and Artist Papers
- Paint and Oils
- Pastels and Water Colors
- Graphite Sticks
- Black and White, brought to
- Large selection of Portable Tape Recorders
- F-A-S-T
222 E. College Ave.
Appleton, Wisconsin

CAMPUS BARBER SHOP
For appointment dial 9-1805
231 E. College Ave.
Appleton, Wisconsin

JERRY'S PIPE SHOP
- Custom Tobaccos
- Pipes
- Accessories
- Magazines

For all the contestants, running for Poppy Queen meant a grueling schedule of breakfasts at Damore's, Denver lunches, and afternoon teas where they chatted with the five judges who rated them on personality and attractiveness.

Finally on Wednesday evening, each of the contestants appeared before the judges and student body in traditional swim suit and evening gowns. This event was sponsored by the Miss Hikawa topped both personality and swim suit competition and emerged with the coveted Poppy Queen title. "The wonderful experience I had in the competition is most valuable to me," said Miss Hikawa. 'I'd like to thank everyone who made this happen for me."

The audience of approximately 700 students accepted the new Poppy Queen with delight as they jetted the victory speech to the College Avenue led by the reigning Poppy Queen.

ideal photo
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Doodle Here

exhibition & sale of original graphics for collectors
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Downer Steakhouse Serves Prime Ribs

David C. Moore announced this week the grand opening of the Downer Steakhouse serving the Fox River Valley and Waukesha County.

Featuring the finest cuts of U.S. surplus beef, (extras from Valley and Winnebagoland.

New Superjock Rides Airwaves Each Sunday

The name "Unde Bart" is flying high in the airwave world as "Murray Airwaves Each Sunday". He is a well-known personality in the field of entertainment, having started his career at WOHI, the highest rated station in the area.

The score now 97-94 Dyer stole the ball from Burrows and drove it 30 yards before they in-bounded the ball. Dyer scored on a jumper by Dyer and the Vikes emerged with a well-earned 95-90 lead.

The score now 106-97. Aloha.

The random House College Dictionary

This dictionary is The Random House College Dictionary, $7.95, thumb-indexed.

SUPERVISING PREPARATIONS for the grand opening of the new Downer Steak House, Chef David Moore personally selects cuts of grade A beef to insure patrons an enjoyable evening eating out.

LU Dean to WLS?

The scene was the Sheboygan Civic Center Arena, as the Dolphins of Jacksonville beat up on early lead and held on tight in the last few minutes to reclaim the Lawrence Vikings 87-86. The Lawrence Vikings had a tough row to hoe in the upper echelon of the Fox Valley, in their characteristic charm, establishing personal, stickin', biting wit, and proud self-esteem.

Barton C. White, Lawrence University's assistant dean of student affairs and noted authority in the field of education, has assumed the somewhat auspicious title of "Dean Jock" for the new radio station, "the sound of the Fox Valley", WNER-FM. "Uncle Bart", as he is known to his intimate audiences, offers the radio listener a rare brand of jovial wit and a generous supply of local news.

The Random House College Dictionary

There is one desk dictionary that has more than the others. It has more definitions of words. Longer definitions. More synonyms and antonyms. More complete sentences. It has more of all these things than any desk dictionary published, old or new. That dictionary is The Random House College Dictionary. It gives you more dictionary.

Books, Greeting Cards, and Campus Ware

Conkey’s Book Store

ATTENTION MUSIC LOVERS

See and hear the Valley's most complete selection of top name brand Hi-Fi components and systems. The lowest catalogue discount prices on PIONEER, KENWOOD, DUAL, PICKERING, SHURE, TeAC, SONY, ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, others.

APOTHECARY FI CENTER

123 W. College Ave., Appleton

Get more dictionary with your dictionary.

There's one desk dictionary that has more than the others. It has more definitions of words. Longer definitions. More synonyms and antonyms. More complete sentences. It has more of all these things than any desk dictionary published, old or new. That dictionary is The Random House College Dictionary. It gives you more dictionary.

Jacksonville Sweeps Tournament

7-Foot Dolphin Scores 68

As Viking Rally Falls Short

The score was the Sheboygan Civic Center Arena, as the Dolphins of Jacksonville beat up on early lead and held on tight in the last few minutes to reclaim the Lawrence Vikings 87-86. The Lawrence Vikings had a tough row to hoe in the upper echelon of the Fox Valley, in their characteristic charm, establishing personal, stickin', biting wit, and proud self-esteem.

Supervising preparations for the grand opening of the new Downer Steak House, Chef David Moore personally selects cuts of grade A beef to insure patrons an enjoyable evening eating out.

LU Dean to WLS?

New Superjock Rides Airwaves Each Sunday

A glittering new superstar in the world of entertainment has decided to surround himself with the finest in the fields of institutionalized entertainment and music.于 the wires of wireless, including "WNRR twin spin" and "the pick hit of the week."

While's claim to fame comes from his profound rapport with the youngsters, notably his admirers here at Lawrence University. Despite this connection, or perhaps due to this connection, the future looks bright for a promotion to some other station.

Rumer has it that "Uncle Bart" may soon move on to bigger and better things in the entertainment field, leaving this small campus in northern Wisconsin far behind. No doubt, however, his new opportunities will allow him to eventually equal such greats of the wireless world as "Murray the Kid" and "Cosmin Brother."

There we can rest assured he will still trail 95-90 with 30 seconds left. Then Ginmore was called for a flagrant foul for elbowing Farmer. He protested so vehemently that the Vikings were awarded a technical foul. Lawrence converted on all three charity tosses and added two more on a jumper by Dyer after they in-bounded the ball. The score now 97-94 Dyer stole the ball from Burrows and drove it 30 yards before they in-bounded the ball. Dyer scored on a jumper by Dyer and the Vikes emerged with a well-earned 95-90 lead.

The Vikings defeated a mighty squad from Iowa in the quarterfinals. Lawrence's journey to the finals was no easier. In their first contest they were slower and that made up for the difference.

The odyssey began just a week from now and the Vikings are back on their home court. The home court advantage was enough to beat the hoopers from their home state. The Kansas City Wizards proved to be too much for the Vikes, emerging with a well-earned 94-86 win over their well-coached opponents. Special recognition went to Strat Warden who held All-American Dan, who scored 30 points while pouring through 5 of his own. The odyssey began just a week from now and the Vikings are back on their home court. The home court advantage was enough to beat the hoopers from their home state. The Kansas City Wizards proved to be too much for the Vikes, emerging with a well-earned 94-86 win over their well-coached opponents. Special recognition went to Strat Warden who held All-American Dan, who scored 30 points while pouring through 5 of his own. The odyssey began just a week from now and the Vikings are back on their home court. The home court advantage was enough to beat the hoopers from their home state. The Kansas City Wizards proved to be too much for the Vikes, emerging with a well-earned 94-86 win over their well-coached opponents. Special recognition went to Strat Warden who held All-American Dan, who scored 30 points while pouring through 5 of his own.

Get more dictionary with your dictionary.

There's one desk dictionary that has more than the others. It has more definitions of words. Longer definitions. More synonyms and antonyms. More complete sentences. It has more of all these things than any desk dictionary published, old or new. That dictionary is The Random House College Dictionary. It gives you more dictionary.

Books, Greeting Cards, and Campus Ware

Conkey's Book Store

STUDENTS

Use Our COMPLETE Facilities

WALK-UP TELLER SERVICE

9 a.m. - 10 a.m.
3 p.m. - 5 p.m.

FIRST National Bank

200 W. College Ave., Appleton